Phrasal Verbs Matching

Match the phrasal verbs in the first column to the best available answer in the second column.

____  blow up  1) choose
____  throw away  2) omit
____  look like  3) resemble
____  leave out  4) postpone
____  pass away  5) recollect
____  pick out  6) cancel
____  work out  7) recover
____  make up  8) die
____  pick on  9) find
____  get over  10) create
____  put off  11) explode
____  call off  12) continue
____  hold on  13) happen
____  come across  14) wait
____  look back on  15) discard
____  carry on  16) admire
____  take place  17) exercise
____  look up to  18) bully
Answer Key:

11 - blow up
15 - throw away
3 - look like
2 - leave out
8 - pass away
1 - pick out
17 - work out
10 - make up
18 - pick on
7 - get over
4 - put off
6 - call off
14 - hold on
9 - come across
5 - look back on
12 - carry on
13 - take place
16 - look up to